
An aspiring actress finds her purpose 
questioned when her filmmaker-roommate 

frames her for an unspeakable crime.

Short Summary



Title……………………………………………………Concordia !
Year Of Production…………………..…………………2016 !
Country Of Production…………………..………….…USA !
Genre……………….……..…………..……Thriller/Drama !
Shoot Format…………………….………………….…….HD !
Ratio………………………………………….……………1.78:1 !
Sound Format……………..…………..………..5.1 Stereo  !
Language……………………………English, Swedishish !
Subtitle………………………….……………..……..English !
Runtime…………………………11 Minutes 46 Seconds

Principal Cast 
Meg………………….……………….……..Katie Zutter 
Licia………………….………………Alexandra Miller 

Principle Crew 
Writer & Director…………….…………..Nat Alder 
Producer……………………….…Andrew Bramson 
Cinematographer………….……………Joe M Han 
Production Designer……………Corinne Schultz 
Sound Designer……………….…….Mitch Werber 
Editor………………………….….Ariana De Simone 

Concordia is a tragic yarn regarding the never-
ending pursuit of finding purpose in art.  

It's also a cautionary tale about choosing your 
roommate.  

Our protagonist is Meg, an aspiring actress who 
seeks validity for the range of her performance 

ability, but is worn down by the constant waves of 
rejection within the world of her rough and tumble 

profession. Meg lives on the couch of her radical and 
fastidious best friend Licia, an up and coming 

filmmaker struggling with attachment issues who is 
on an existential quest to find the formula for truth 
within art. The biggest thing keeping Meg in Licia's 

grasp is the cat she co-adopted, a fluffy-white furball 
named Arthur. Meg sees a golden opportunity to start 

her new life with Arthur and escape the clutches of 
her slightly-tyrannical best friend when she nails an 
audition for the role of a lifetime. All Meg needs to do 

is shoot a final screen test. And tell her roommate. 
Our story recounts the events post-audition over the 
course of a single night. Meg returns home and finds 
her path to eminence derailed when Licia accuses her 
of fatally injuring Arthur, who has gone missing. As 

tensions between the two artists boil, Meg slowly 
discovers that the only way she can escape is if she 

participates in Licia's ritualistic new cinema project: 
a hyper-stylized re-enactment of Arthur's assault. 

Synopsis 



 Nat Alder, The writer-director Of Concordia is a 
midwest native hailing from the state of Iowa. His filmography 
is as varied as his many mood swings. He in recent memory 
directed advanced shorts through Columbia College Chicago, 
music videos through his production label New Trash Crew and 
is currently in preparation for his first feature length film slated 
to start shooting Autumn of 2019.

 Originally from the Washington D.C. area Andrew 
Bramson has worked in film since 2007. Currently located 
in Chicago he splits his time between his studies at 
Columbia College Chicago and working as a freelance 
creative across the greater Chicagoland area. 
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For More Follow Us At; 
https://www.facebook.com/concordiashortfilm/ 

http://bramsonfilms.wixsite.com/concordia 
http://andrewbramson.com

 Joe ManHwi Han is a South Korea-born, Director of 
Photography based out in Chicago, IL. Although he was very 
active in music and the arts in his earlier years, Joe finally decided 
to dive into the world of cinematography after being influenced by 
great cinematographers like Conrad Hall, Roger Deakins, Wally 
Pfister, and more. From then on, Joe has worked countless hours 
with various award-winning directors and clients to bring their 
vision to the screen.  Joe continues to work one-on-one with 
directors, producers, and numerous clients around the Chicago 
area.  

After earning a degree in Archaeology, Corinne Schultz came to 
Columbia College Chicago to study film. She has worked on 
numerous advanced student films working in all aspects of the art 
department, including set decoration and wardrobe. Notably, 
Corinne served as Art Director for the independent short Ava and 
Production Designer for the short Openings. Upon completion of 
designing Concordia, she will be designing two upcoming shorts. 
As she continues her studies at Columbia, Corinne hopes to 
ultimately become a costume designer. 
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